Spring Fever Preliminary Slot Tournament Rules
Sault Ste. Marie
1. Tournament play begins every Monday-Thursday through May 27 from 3 -6 PM
2. Contestants must show their Northern Rewards Card to verify that they are currently a Northern Rewards card
member in order to participate in the tournament and be considered in the weekly prize pool. Players can just
show up between the hours of 3-6 PM on the day of the tournament to enter into the tournament.
3. Contestants may earn up to an additional daily entry for every 25 points earned on their Northern
Rewards card per day (2 more entries max)
4. After verification that the contestant is a valid member, they can pick a machine to participate on for their turn
after directed by tournament staff. Customer must put their Northern Rewards card in the machine for their turn. If
there are more than 10 that show up at one time, then contestants will be directed by staff once a machine opens
up. The machines will be numbered from 1 through 10. Tournament officials will verify that contestants are in the
correct seats before play begins.
5. The tournament will be played on identical machines.
Each machine will be set at a specified number of credits and or minutes at the start of each round and played
down until there are “0” credits left / or time left.
6. Each participant will begin with a specified number of minutes/spins to finish their turn.
7. The accumulated points in the "Winner Paid" window will be recorded by the DM Tournament system.
8. The contestants with the top 3 scores from the entire tournament time of 3-6 PM will share the prize pool. If two or
more contestants are tied, they will split those prizes involved.
9. The overall top 100 scores for the entire time of the weekly tournaments will qualify for the June 4th QUARTERFINALS tournament. Contestants may only use their top score in order to qualify for the Quarter-Finals.
10. There will be random $20 credit draws for those that are using their Northern Rewards Card at the time of the
draw.
11. You do not have to be present after the tournament has ended as the prizes will be automatically
downloaded to the contestant’s Northern Rewards card.
12. In the event of a machine malfunction, the player will be moved to another round. That score will be eliminated
and the player must start over.
13. The Tournament Official’s decisions are final. All other floor/slot procedures are to be followed according to casino
policy.
22,500 Bonus Points Prize Pool
1st Place 10,000 Bonus Pts
2nd Place 7,500 Bonus Pts
3rd Place 5,000 Bonus Pts







All promotions are subject to cancellation at Management's discretion.
Promotions cannot be changed without prior approval by the Sault Ste Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians Gaming Commission.
Employees are eligible if off the clock and out of uniform.
Must be 19 years or older to participate.
Do not have to be present to win as the prizes will be automatically downloaded to the customer’s Northern Rewards card.
Bonus points portion of the prize pool will be good for 1 year after download.

Spring Fever Quarter-Finals Slot Tournament Rules
Sault Ste. Marie
1. Tournament play will be from the hours of 3 -6 PM
2. Contestants must show their Northern Rewards Card to verify that they are currently a Northern Rewards card
member and to verify they have qualified for the Quarter-Finals round in order to participate in the tournament and
be considered for the prize pool. Players can just show up between the hours of 3-6 PM on the day of the
tournament to enter into the tournament.
3. Contestants may earn an additional entry by earning 50 base points on their Northern Rewards card
4. After verification that the contestant is a valid member, they can pick a machine to participate on for their turn
after directed by tournament staff. Customer must put their Northern Rewards card in the machine for their turn.
Contestants will be directed by staff for customer attempt(s). The machines will be numbered from 1 through 10.
Tournament officials will verify that contestants are in the correct seats before play begins.
5. The tournament will be played on identical machines.
Each machine will be set at a specified number of credits and or minutes at the start of each round and played
down until there are “0” credits left / or time left.
6. Each participant will begin with a specified number of minutes/spins to finish their turn.
7. The accumulated points in the "Winner Paid" window will be recorded by the DM Tournament system.
8. The contestants with the top 10 scores from the entire tournament time of 3-6 PM will share the prize pool. If two
or more contestants are tied, they will split those prizes involved.
9. The overall top 50 scores for the entire time of the tournament will qualify for the June 11th SEMI-FINALS
tournament. Contestants may only use their top score in order to qualify for the Semi-Finals.
10. There will be random $20 credit draws for those that have qualified for the Quarter-Finals tournament and are
using their Northern Rewards Card at the time of the draw.
11. You do not have to be present after the tournament has ended as the prizes will be automatically
downloaded to the contestant’s Northern Rewards card.
12. In the event of a machine malfunction, the player will be moved to another round. That score will be eliminated
and the player must start over.
13. The Tournament Official’s decisions are final. All other floor/slot procedures are to be followed according to casino
policy.
70,000 Bonus Points Prize Pool
1st Place 15,000 Bonus Pts
2nd Place 10,000 Bonus Pts







3-4th Place 7,500 Bonus Pts
5-10th Place 5,000 Bonus Pts

All promotions are subject to cancellation at Management's discretion.
Promotions cannot be changed without prior approval by the Sault Ste Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians Gaming Commission.
Employees are eligible if off the clock and out of uniform.
Must be 19 years or older to participate.
Do not have to be present to win as the prizes will be automatically downloaded to the customer’s Northern Rewards card.
Bonus points portion of the prize pool will be good for 1 year after download.

Spring Fever Semi-Finals Slot Tournament Rules
Sault Ste. Marie
14. Tournament play will be from the hours of 3 -6 PM
15. Contestants must show their Northern Rewards Card to verify that they are currently a Northern Rewards card
member and to verify they have qualified for the Semi-Finals round in order to participate in the tournament and
be considered for the prize pool. Players can just show up between the hours of 3-6 PM on the day of the
tournament to enter into the tournament.
16. Contestants may earn an additional entry by earning 50 base points on their Northern Rewards card
17. After verification that the contestant is a valid member, they can pick a machine to participate on for their turn
after directed by tournament staff. Customer must put their Northern Rewards card in the machine for their turn.
Contestants will be directed by staff for customer attempt(s). The machines will be numbered from 1 through 10.
Tournament officials will verify that contestants are in the correct seats before play begins.
18. The tournament will be played on identical machines.
Each machine will be set at a specified number of credits and or minutes at the start of each round and played
down until there are “0” credits left / or time left.
19. Each participant will begin with a specified number of minutes/spins to finish their turn.
20. The accumulated points in the "Winner Paid" window will be recorded by the DM Tournament system.
21. The contestants with the top 5 scores from the entire tournament time of 3-6 PM will share the prize pool. If two or
more contestants are tied, they will split those prizes involved.
22. The overall top 25 scores for the entire time of the tournament will qualify for the June 25th FINALS tournament.
Contestants may only use their top score in order to qualify for the Finals.
23. There will be random $20 credit draws for those that have qualified for the Semi-Finals tournament and are using
their Northern Rewards Card at the time of the draw.
24. You do not have to be present after the tournament has ended as the prizes will be automatically
downloaded to the contestant’s Northern Rewards card.
25. In the event of a machine malfunction, the player will be moved to another round. That score will be eliminated
and the player must start over.
26. The Tournament Official’s decisions are final. All other floor/slot procedures are to be followed according to casino
policy.
62,500 Bonus Points Prize Pool
1st Place 25,000 Bonus Pts 4th Place 7,500 Bonus Pts
2nd Place 15,000 Bonus Pts 5th Place 5,000 Bonus Pts
3rd Place 10,000 Bonus Pts







All promotions are subject to cancellation at Management's discretion.
Promotions cannot be changed without prior approval by the Sault Ste Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians Gaming Commission.
Employees are eligible if off the clock and out of uniform.
Must be 19 years or older to participate.
Do not have to be present to win for the bonus points portion of the prize pool as the prizes will be automatically downloaded
to the customer’s Northern Rewards card.
Bonus points portion of the prize pool will be good for 1 year after download.

Spring Fever Finals Slot Tournament Rules
Sault Ste. Marie
27. Tournament play will be from the hours of 5-7 PM
28. Contestants must show their Northern Rewards Card to verify that they are currently a Northern Rewards card
member and to verify they have qualified for the Finals round in order to participate in the tournament and be
considered for the prize pool. Players can just show up between the hours of 5-7 PM on the day of the
tournament to enter into the tournament.
29. Contestants may earn an additional entry by earning 50 base points on their Northern Rewards card on
the day of the tournament
30. After verification that the contestant is a valid member, they can pick a machine to participate on for their turn
after directed by tournament staff. Customer must put their Northern Rewards card in the machine for their turn.
Contestants will be directed by staff for customer attempt(s). The machines will be numbered from 1 through 10.
Tournament officials will verify that contestants are in the correct seats before play begins.
31. The tournament will be played on identical machines.
Each machine will be set at a specified number of credits and or minutes at the start of each round and played
down until there are “0” credits left / or time left.
32. Each participant will begin with a specified number of minutes/spins to finish their turn.
33. The accumulated points in the "Winner Paid" window will be recorded by the DM Tournament system.
34. The contestants with the top 5 scores from the entire tournament time will share the prize pool. If two or more
contestants are tied, they will split those prizes involved.
35. The overall top 5 scores for the entire time of the tournament will share the prize pool. Contestants may only use
their top score in order to qualify for the prize pool.
36. There will be 3-$100 random credit draws every half hour (8-9 PM) after the tournament has ended for those that
participated in the Finals and are using their Northern Rewards card at the time of the draw.
37. You have to be present for the cash portion of the prize pool (will forfeit the prize otherwise) but for the
Bonus Points portion of the prize pool, you do not have to be present after the tournament has ended as
they will be automatically downloaded to the contestant’s Northern Rewards card.
38. In the event of a machine malfunction, the player will be moved to another round. That score will be eliminated
and the player must start over.
39. The Tournament Official’s decisions are final. All other floor/slot procedures are to be followed according to casino
policy.
Over 30,000 Cash/ Bonus Points Prize Pool
1st Place $1,000
2nd Place $ 750
3rd Place $ 500








4th Place 20,000 Bonus Pts
5th Place 10,000 Bonus Pts

All promotions are subject to cancellation at Management's discretion.
Promotions cannot be changed without prior approval by the Sault Ste Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians Gaming Commission.
Employees are eligible if off the clock and out of uniform.
Must be 19 years or older to participate.
Must be present to win the cash portion of the prize pool (If not, will forfeit the prize)
Do not have to be present to win Bonus Points portion of the prize pool as they will be automatically downloaded to the
customer’s Northern Rewards card.
Bonus points portion of the prize pool will be good for 1 year after download.

